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This document is separated into 3 main sections: 
 
1. Current racquet models: Squash, Badminton.  
2. Accessories 
3. Materials and technologies used. 
 
 

1 .  C u r r e n t  M o d e l s :  B a d m i n t o n  
 

100 SERIES INSTITUTIONAL – standard length  
(see Junior section for junior institutional) 
 
This series of institutional racquets offers the best possible combinations of durability and playability at different prices to 
respond to different budgets – from primary schools to universities.  

− The high quality Taiwanese materials used in these racquets are the best available for metal racquets.  

− Because the frames are so durable, the other components have to last that much longer: 
 Butt caps are double length, to stay in place under the most intense use 
 Grips wraps are firmly glued to the solid wooden handles  
 3 models have a built-in replacement grip (Double Grip system)  
 All models have long lasting Lonfibre badminton string and durable nylon grommets.   
 2 models have extra thick Lonfibre Plus string for extreme durability 

 
It is important to remember that institutional models are designed for very frequent and demanding usage and are not the best 
choices for individual players looking for personal racquets. Racquet covers are not included with 100 series models, whereas 
covers are included from the 200 series up, and with most junior models. 
 

105 STARTER  

Frame: Tempered steel head and shaft. SG10 steel tubing. 

String: Lonfibre SX21  

String Tension: 15 - 18 lbs.  

AFW (average frame weight): 125g 
Overall length: 66.5cm 
Designed for:  Early primary school use; novice or occasional player.  

Characteristics: The Starter has a tough tempered steel head and shaft and is designed for primary school use and other usages 

where low acquisition cost and durable features are more important than the playing experience. Advantages include a double 
length butt cap; solid wooden handle; durable nylon grommets. 
 

130 SQUIRE     

Frame: Tempered steel head and shaft. Reinforced ”T” joint.  SG15 steel tubing.  

String: Lonfibre SX21 

String Tension: 15 - 18 lbs.  

Average Frame Weight (AFW): 125g 
Overall length: 66.5cm 
Designed for: Primary school use by novice players.  

Characteristics: The Squire has a tough tempered steel head and shaft, joined by a reinforced steel T joint. It is designed for 

primary school use and other usages where low acquisition cost and durable features are more important than the playing 
experience. Advantages include a double length butt cap; solid wooden handle; durable nylon grommets. 
 

150 SCEPTRE  

Frame: AG10 Aluminum head with a heavy duty ”T” joint.  SG20 steel shaft.  

String: Lonfibre SX21 

String Tension: 17 - 21 lbs.  

AFW: 110g 
Overall length: 66.5cm 
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Designed for: The Sceptre is designed for rugged school play. It is used extensively in institutional programs from the secondary 

school level up.  

Characteristics: Light and strong aluminum head; double length butt cap; solid wooden handle; durable nylon grommets. Good 

weight/strength ratio.          
 

180DG THE BEAST  

Frame: Heavy gauge AG10 aluminum head; SG20 thick gauge steel shaft; reinforced aluminum ”T, special ”Double Grip System”. 

String: Lonfibre Plus  

String Tension: 17 - 21 lbs.  

Average Frame Weight (AFW): 120g 
Overall length: 66.5cm 
Designed for: The Beast is designed for the toughest institutional use. 

Characteristics: The toughest badminton racquet on the market! Designed solely for an institutional environment where 

durability is the most important (or only) factor. Should never be sold at retail.  
 gauge of aluminum head is 42% thicker than standard  
 shaft gauge is 15% thicker than standard 
 double length butt cap; solid wooden handle; durable nylon grommets. 
 Lonfibre Plus string is 6% thicker than Lonfibre SX21, for exceptional durability 
 Double Grip System: if the original grip wrap wears out, that grip plus the underlying plastic can be removed to reveal a fresh 

new grip.  
 

185DG COLLEGIATE  

Frame: Super strong 7010 titanium/aluminum alloy, reinforced aluminum ”T”, steel shaft, special ”Double Grip System”. 

String: Lonfibre Plus – 6% thicker than standard Lonfibre for more durability (silver colour) 

String Tension:  17-21 lbs.  

Average Frame Weight (AFW): 105g 
Overall length: 66.5cm 
Designed for: Like the Beast, the Collegiate is designed for the toughest institutional use, where playability is also important. 

However, the Collegiate is appreciably lighter than the Beast, without sacrificing durability.  

Characteristics: Simply the best overall institutional badminton racquet.  

 Aluminum/titanium alloy is lightweight, but is as strong as the heavier alloy used for the BA180 
 Lonfibre Plus institutional string is 6% thicker than standard Lonfibre to greatly reduce institutional restringing requirements 
 Double length butt cap 
 Solid wooden handle 
 Durable nylon grommets 
 Double Grip System: if the original grip wrap wears out, that grip plus the underlying plastic can be removed to reveal a fresh 

new grip 
 

190DG GRAPHITE  

Frame: Strong wide body aluminum head, graphite shaft, reinforced aluminum ”T”, special ”Double Grip System”.  

String: Lonfibre SX21 

String Tension: 17-21 lbs.  

Average Frame Weight (AFW): 96g 
Overall length: 66.5cm  
Designed for: Designed for institutional use where importance is placed on playability, such as team use. Suitable for retail sale 

as well, although a cover would have to be ordered separately. 

Characteristics:  
 High quality graphite shaft reduces overall frame weight and outperforms steel shaft.  
 Double length butt cap; solid wooden handle; durable nylon grommets. 
 Double Grip System: if the original grip wrap wears out, that grip wrap plus the underlying plastic can be removed to reveal a 

fresh new grip.  
 

JUNIOR SERIES    
Scientific studies conducted have established that young players learn faster with shortened racquets. Short racquets are also of 
benefit to novices of all ages who have difficulty with hand eye coordination. 
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When the time is right, the transition from a junior racquet to a standard length racquet is made easily and quickly, and the skills 
learned with the short racquet are retained. All of these models are suitable for both institutional and personal use, and a 
headcover is included. 

 

151 JUNIOR MINI 53 cm 

Frame: Aluminum head and steel shaft. Overall length is 53 cm (versus the standard 67 cm).  

String: Lonfibre SX21  

String Tension: 12 - 15 lbs.  

AFW (average frame weight): 115g 
Overall length: 53cm 
Designed for: The Junior Mini is ideal for early primary school use, and for casual play by children up to about 8 years of age, 

depending on the child’s size. The short length and the light aluminum head make the racquet easy to handle for the young 
player. The overall length is 53 cm, versus the standard 66.5 cm.  This racquet is sold with a headcover. 
 

152 JUNIOR MICRO 49 cm 

Frame: Aluminum head and steel shaft. Overall length is 49 cm (versus the standard 67 cm).  

String: Lonfibre SX21  

String Tension: 12 - 15 lbs.  

AFW (average frame weight): 115g 
Overall length: 49 cm 
Designed for: The Junior Micro is ideal for very early primary school or pre-school use, and for casual play by children up to 

about 6 years of age, depending on the child’s size. The short length and the light aluminum head make the racquet easy to 
handle for the young player. Overall length is 49 cm (versus the standard 66.5 cm).  This racquet is sold with a headcover. 
 

230 TORNADO JR.  60 cm 

Frame: Wide-body aluminum head, steel shaft, 60 cm (versus the standard 67 cm). 
String: Lonfibre SX21  
String Tension: 12-17 lbs.  

Average Frame Weight (AFW): 110g 
Overall length: 60 cm  
Designed for: Designed to benefit young players or people with coordination problems. Suitable for primary school use, and for 

casual play by children, generally up to about 10 years of age, depending on the child’s size. The short length makes it much 
easier to learn proper technique and to enjoy playing badminton. If not for institutional use, and if the child is showing serious 
interest in badminton, then the 501 Junior Graphite is a better option because of its lower weight. This racquet is sold with a 
headcover. 
 

501 GRAPHITE JR.  60 cm 

Frame: 60 cm junior length, aluminum head, graphite shaft, reinforced aluminum ”T”  

String: Lonfibre SX21 

String Tension: 15-18 lbs.  

Average Frame Weight (AFW): 95 grams 

Overall length: 60.0 cm  
Designed for: The Graphite Junior is designed to benefit young players up to about 10 years of age or people with coordination 

problems. 

Characteristics: With its graphite shaft, it is lighter and more responsive than steel shaft models.  The short length makes it 

much easier to learn proper technique and to enjoy playing badminton. It is an excellent value with light weight. Overall length is 
60 cm (versus the standard 66.5 cm). This racquet is sold with a headcover. 

 

MINI MAX-FORCE 53 cm 

Frame: 53 cm junior length, aluminum head, steel shaft, one piece fusion T-joint 

String: Lonfibre SX21 

String Tension: 12-15 lbs.  

Average Frame Weight (AFW): 82 grams 

Overall length: 53.0 cm  
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Designed for: The Mini Max-Force (MMF) has the graphics of a real Max-Force model, but is reduced to scale by 22%. It comes 

with a similarly scaled down Max-Force cover. Where the shortened shaft of other junior racquets places a large racquet head 
closer to the hand, the scaled design of the MMF places the sweet spot further away from the hand for a more natural swing, 
even though the racquet measures only 53cm. The short length and small head also makes it fun and challenging for experienced 
players of all ages.  

 
Recreational 

The following racquets have been designed for individual users rather than for multiple users as in a school or other 
institution. These models are sold with a racquet cover. For institutional use, refer to our 100 Series models. For Junior 
racquets, including retail models, please see the section above. 

 
200 & 300 SERIES 
Models in the 200s and 300s have been designed for the young or novice player looking for the most economical way to 
start playing badminton. These models are focused on the needs of individual players. All models are sold with a head 
cover.  
 
For institutional use, we recommend the models 150 Sceptre, 185 Collegiate or 190 DG Graphite. l  
 

250 BK 250 
Frame: Aluminum head, steel shaft  
String: Lonfibre SX21  
String Tension: 12-17 lbs.  

Average Frame Weight (AFW): 110g 
Overall length: 66.5 cm  
Designed for: Novice players looking for an economical racquet with moderate weight.  
Not recommended for institutional use. See model 150 Sceptre instead . 
Characteristics: Excellent value for the novice player, with moderate weight, headcover.  
 

380 SPEED  

Frame: AG15 aluminum head, fusion ”T” joint. Highest grade (SG20) steel shaft.  
String: Lonfibre SX21 
String Tension: 12-17 lbs.  

Average Frame Weight (AFW): 105g 
Overall length: 67 cm  
Designed for:  The 380 SPEED is designed for novice players looking for an economical racquet with a sleek, one-piece 
appearance. Not recommended for institutional use. See models 150 Sceptre and 185 Collegiate instead . 
Characteristics: These models feature an aerodynamic, lightweight aluminum head with one-piece look.  

 
Advanced recreational and club 

 

DIAMOND SERIES 
Diamond models are designed for beginners to advanced club players. The series includes models featuring 
graphite/aluminum and all graphite constructions.   
 

BAD88 DIAMOND 88 

Frame: Aluminum head, carbon-graphite composite shaft 
String: Lonfibre 
String Tension: 18-21 lbs 
Rigidity:   Flexible 
Average Frame Weight (AFW): 98 grams 
Overall length: 67 cm 
Designed for:  Novices 
Characteristics:  The Diamond 88 is a great economical racquet for people starting out with badminton.  The flex of 
the composite graphite shaft is an important step up from the steel shafts of lower priced racquets. The 98g weight 
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makes this easy to swing as novices learn the basics of badminton. At this level, the aluminum head will stand up well 
to collisions with other racquets.  This racquet is sold with a ¾ cover. 
 

BAD111 DIAMOND 111 

Frame: Aluminum head, Carbon-Graphite shaft 
String: Lonfibre 
String Tension: 18-21 lbs 
Rigidity:   Flexible 
Average Frame Weight (AFW): 95 grams 
Overall length: 67 cm 
Designed for:  Novices 
Characteristics:  Lightweight and flexible, the Diamond 111 is a great racquet for novices.  The full graphite shaft 
delivers appropriate flex and response for players at this level. The aluminum head will stand up to rough use better 
than a graphite racquet.  This racquet is sold with a ¾ cover. 
 

BAD333 DIAMOND 333 

Frame: Advanced Carbon-Graphite shaft and head.  
String: Lonfibre 
String Tension: 18-22 lbs 
Rigidity:   Flexible 
AFW: 89 grams 
Overall length: 67 cm. 
Designed for:  Novice to intermediate club players 
Characteristics: An attractive, economical, first level graphite racquet.  
 

BAD500  DIAMOND 500XL 

Frame: High Modulus Graphite (HMG) and Graphite shaft and head.  
String: Lonfibre 
String Tension: 18-22 lbs 
Rigidity:   Flexible 
AFW: 86 grams 
Overall length: 68 cm. 
Designed for:  Novice to advanced club players 
Characteristics: Light-weight HMG construction performs well for advanced players with extra power from the XL 
length  
 
 

BAD600 Lite  DIAMOND 600 Lite 

Frame: Extra long, extra light High Modulus Graphite (HMG) frame  
String: Lonfibre 
String Tension: 20-24 lbs 
Rigidity: Medium  
AFW: 82 grams 
Area: 362 sq.cm. 

Overall length: 67 cm. 
Designed for:  Novices to advanced players. 
Characteristics: Medium flex and very light weight perform together for players who are developing proper 
technique. 68cm increases head speed by 5% at the sweet spot for more power without changing the swing. 
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UNI-FORCE Series 
Uni-Force racquets uniquely feature graphite handles that continue seamlessly into the graphite shafts and heads. 
The exception is the X11, which features the graphite handle and shaft, but has an alloy head. The Uni-Force 
construction maximizes the transfer of the swing energy from the hand to the shuttle.  
 

Uni-Force X11 

Frame: Graphite handle and shaft, alloy head 
String: Lonfibre 
String Tension: 18-22 lbs 
Rigidity:   Flexible 
Average Frame Weight (AFW): 95 grams 
Overall length: 67 cm 
Designed for:  Novice to advanced novice 

Characteristics: The unique graphite handle flows continuously into a full graphite shaft. Adding the aerodynamics of 
its integrated T and frame, the Uni-Force X11 converts more of the swing into power at the sweet spot. Lightweight 
and flexible, the UF X11 combines the superior whip of a true graphite handle and shaft, and the toughness of an 
aluminum head, an advantage for club players who play a lot of doubles. This racquet is sold with a ¾ cover. 

 
Uni-Force X21 

Frame: Graphite and High Modulus Graphite handle, shaft and frame, with Competition Grip  
String: Lonfibre 
String Tension: 20-24 lbs 
Rigidity:   Medium 
AFW: 85 grams 
Area: 362 sq.cm. 
Overall length: 67 cm. 
Designed for:  Novices to intermediate club players. 
Characteristics: The unique graphite handle flows continuously into a full graphite shaft and head creating a racquet 
that optimizes swing energy through a continuous uni-material design and puts uninterrupted power and greater 
control into the sweet spot. This racquet is sold with a full cover. 
 
 

Uni-Force X25 

Frame: Handle, shaft and head of High Modulus Graphite 
String: Ashaway Zymax 
String Tension: 20-24 lbs 
Rigidity:   Medium 
AFW: 85 grams 
Area: 362 sq.cm. 
Overall length: 67 cm. 
Designed for:  Novices to advanced players 
Characteristics: The unique graphite handle flows continuously into a full graphite shaft and head. The result is a 
racquet that optimizes swing energy through a continuous uni-material design and puts uninterrupted power and 
greater control into the sweet spot. Using High Modulus Graphite throughout the frame creates a stronger racquet 
better suited to high level play This racquet is sold with a full cover. 
 
 

Uni-Force X30 

Frame: Handle, shaft and head of High Modulus Graphite 
String: Ashaway Zymax 
String Tension: 20-28 lbs 
Rigidity:   Medium 
AFW: 82 grams 
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Area: 362 sq.cm. 
Overall length: 67 cm. 
Designed for:  Novices to expert players 
Characteristics: The lightweight X30 features a Uni-Force one-piece frame. The graphite handle flows continuously 
into a full graphite shaft and head to optimize the transfer of swing energy and uninterrupted power into the sweet 
spot. The low weight improves reaction speed and the High Modulus Graphite frame can be strung up to 28 lbs. This 
racquet is sold with a full cover. 
 
 

PHOTON Series 
They say, "Take the shuttle early" but only Black Knight lets you do it, using the speed, power and control of the Black Knight 
Photon racquets.  The Photons react like a magic wand, and accelerate up to 20% faster than conventional models, putting your 
racquet and the shuttle together in an instant! With superlight nano-carbon materials and a finely tuned distribution of weight 
and flex, these racquets react to your thoughts, yet still deliver the power of much heavier racquets, thanks to a perfect blend of 
technologies.  
 
Dramatically increase control with the unique Power Channel, and add a more dynamic rebound for power shots. With the Power 
Channel, BK has enlarged the string surface without increasing head size, for all the speed of the smaller head, yet the power and 
control of an extra 4% string area.  
 
Always looking to bring more to your game, BK adds Vibra Plate Technology to stiffen the head against torsion on impact and to 
block the transmission of shock through the frame to the handle.  
 
Lastly, Black Knight makes the XL versions of the Photons 68cm, the longest legal length for a badminton racquet, for an extra 5% 
of racquet speed where it matters the most – where the strings meet the shuttle! 
 
Add it all up, and the result is obvious: powerful racquets, superb control, and sensational acceleration.  

 
Note for Reaction Speed, Power, Control: The higher the number the better the effect 
 

Photon PCV and Photon XL PCV 

Frame: High tension Power Channel / Vibra Plate frame with Carbon SL (Super Light Carbon), XMG and C4 
String: Ashaway Zymax 69 Fire  
String Tension: 18-24 lbs recommended for best play 
Rigidity (RF): 82  
AFW: 75 grams 
Area: 362 sq.cm. 
Overall length: 67 cm (Photon), 68 cm (Photon XL). 
Designed for:  Advanced to international level 
Characteristics: Extremely light, the Photon accelerates reaction speed by up to 20%. The Power Channel groove 
enlarges the string surface without increasing head size, while the Vibra Plate Technology stiffens the head against 
torsion on impact and interrupts the transmission of shock through the frame to the handle. The result: an 
exceptionally solid hit with excellent control on off-center shots, and outstanding performance for power hitters.  
The Photon is the choice of national champions Mike Beres and Charmaine Reid. 
 
The Photon XL adds 1 cm to the Photon without changing the weight, increasing the power of this already impressive 
racquet. The extra centimeter is in the handle, allowing players to comfortably shift to a shorter grip as needed. 
 

Photon 40T 

Frame: High tension Power Channel / Vibra Plate frame with nano Carbon 40T 
String: Sold unstrung.  
String Tension: 21-30 lbs recommended for best play 
Rigidity (RF): 82  
Avg. Frame Weight: 75 grams 
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Area: 362 sq.cm. 
Balance: Head heavy 
Reaction Speed: 9.5 
Power: 9 
Control: 9.6 
Overall length: 67 cm  
Designed for:  Advanced to international level 
Characteristics:  "Take the shuttle early" is a key to success in badminton and Black Knight’s Photon 40T racquets 
react and accelerate up to 20% faster. With superlight nano-carbon materials and a finely tuned distribution of 
weight and flex, these racquets seem to react to your thoughts, yet still deliver the power of much heavier racquets.
  
The Power Channel groove adds control for delicate shots and a more dynamic rebound for power by enlarging the 
string surface without increasing head size. The Vibra Plate Technology stiffens the head against torsion on impact 
and interrupts the transmission of shock through the frame to the handle. 40T carbon fibre adds strength to the 
frame for high stringing tensions. 
 
The result: a powerful racquet with excellent control on off-center shots, and with the sensational acceleration of the 
Super Light series.  
 
 

PHOTON 40T  XL 

Frame: High tension Power Channel / Vibra Plate frame with nano Carbon 40T 
String: Sold unstrung.  
String Tension: 21-30 lbs recommended for best play 
Rigidity (RF): 82  
AFW: 75 grams 
Area: 362 sq.cm. 
Balance: Head heavy 
Reaction Speed: 9.4 
Power: 9.2 
Control: 9.4 
Overall length: 68 cm  
Designed for:  Advanced to international level 
Characteristics:  "Take the shuttle early" is a key to success in badminton and Black Knight’s Photon 40T XL racquets 
react and accelerate up to 20% faster. With superlight nano-carbon materials and a finely tuned distribution of 
weight and flex, these racquets seem to react to your thoughts, yet still deliver the power of much heavier racquets.
  
The Power Channel groove adds control for delicate shots and a more dynamic rebound for power by enlarging the 
string surface without increasing head size. The Vibra Plate Technology stiffens the head against torsion on impact 
and interrupts the transmission of shock through the frame to the handle. 40T carbon fibre adds strength to the 
frame for high stringing tensions. 
 
With the Photon 40T XL, the extra length adds 5% to the impact speed to boost your power when needed. 
 
The result: a powerful racquet with excellent control on off-center shots, and with the sensational acceleration of the 
Super Light series.  
 

 
 
MAX-FORCE SERIES 
Powerful and explosive, delicate and controlled: badminton challenges the athlete to play with power, speed and 
subtle control. The best racquets are extensions of the player and elevate his best to an even higher level.  
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Black Knight Max-Force racquets complement and supplement the best a player can offer, with a highly reactive 
construction that maximizes the transfer of energy to the shuttle, yet allows for delicate shots with fingertip control. 
The unique blend of new technologies allows high tension stringing, so players have a wide range from which to 
choose the tension that is best for their game. 
 
Slice through the air with ESP frame geometry and Thin-K technology. Blast the shuttle with a mix of BK’s Thermal 
Core technology and 16K Hyper Tensile fibres. Exploit the uniquely engineered flex of the Max-Force DT models. Go 
as far as you think you can in badminton, and then go beyond. 
 
Forged to play better at high tensions, fast moving and powerful, the Max-Force racquets are also protected by a 
unique guarantee in Canada: a 12 month “no-fault” guarantee against any breakage while playing badminton. 
 
Note for Reaction Speed, Power, Control: The higher the number the better the effect 
 
 

MAX-FORCE DT 820 

Frame: Taper shaft (7.5 at the handle to 6.5 mm at the head), DT Hot Zone head (12 to 9.5 to 11 mm), BK Thermal 
Core, HMG, 16K 
String: Ashaway ZyMax 
String Tension: 20-25 lbs 
Rigidity (RF): 80 Flexible   
AFW: 88 grams  
Area: 362 sq. cm. 
Balance: Even 
Speed: 8.5  
Power: 8.9 

Control: 8.8:  
Overall length: 67 cm. 
Designed for:  Novice to Advanced  
Characteristics: The Max-Force DT (Double Taper) models combine BK’s Taper Shaft technology with a Taper head 
design that puts the power of your swing into the shuttlecock like never before. The reducing shaft radius between 
the handle and the T-joint propels the speed of the swing towards the racquet head, where the DT Hot Zone takes 
over, putting the speed into the sweet spot for more power on impact with the shuttle. 
 
The Max-Force DT820 brings these key Taper features into a strong flexible racquet designed for advanced players. 
 
In Canada, all Max-Force models have the 12 month Max-Force guarantee. Details may vary in other countries. 
 
 

MAX-FORCE DT 860 

Frame: Taper shaft (7.5 to 6.5 mm), DT Hot Zone head (12 to 9.5 to 11 mm), BK Thermal Core, 16K, C4 
String: Sold unstrung.  
String Tension: ADVANCED: 20-24; EXPERT: 23-28; PRO : 26-30 
Rigidity (RF): 85 Medium   
AFW: 84 grams  
Area: 362 sq. cm. 
Balance: Even 
Speed: 8.9 
Power: 9.0  

Control: 9.2 
Overall length: 67 cm. 
Designed for:  Advanced to Expert 
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Characteristics: The Max-Force DT (Double Taper) models combine BK’s Taper Shaft technology with a Taper head 
design that puts the power of your swing into the shuttlecock like never before. The reducing shaft radius between 
the handle and the T-joint propels the speed of the swing towards the racquet head, where the DT Hot Zone takes 
over, putting the speed into the sweet spot for more power on impact with the shuttle. 
 
The Max-Force DT860 beings these key Taper features into a medium flex, high tension racquet designed for 
advanced to expert players. 
 
In Canada, all Max-Force models have the 12 month Max-Force guarantee. Details may vary in other countries. 
 

  

MAX-FORCE HEX 33 

Frame: Hex cross-section frame shaped from Super G Reactive Graphite, using BK’s Thermal Core technology 
String: Sold unstrung.  
String Tension: ADVANCED: 21-24; EXPERT: 24-28; PRO : 28-32 
Rigidity (RF): 90 Stiff  
AFW: 88 grams  
Area: 362 sq. cm. 
Balance: Head heavy 
Speed: 8.7 
Power: 9.3 

Control: 9.4 
Overall length: 67 cm. 
Designed for:  Advanced to International level  
Characteristics: The Hex series models use Super G Reactive Graphite in a micro-woven matrix to generate faster frame 
recovery when flexed. The Hex frame uses its angularity for a stiff, aerodynamic cross-section that swings faster and 
hits harder. The Hex 33 is a stiff racquet, balanced towards the head, built for the attack. It is designed for powerful 
players, to add to and to bring control to their power.  
 
Recommended for advanced to international level players.  
 
In Canada, all Max-Force models have the 12 month Max-Force guarantee. Details may vary in other countries. 
 

MAXFORCE HEX 55 

Frame: Hex cross-section frame shaped from Super G Reactive Graphite, using BK’s Thermal Core technology 
String: Sold unstrung.  
String Tension: ADVANCED: 21-24; EXPERT: 24-28; PRO : 28-32 
Rigidity (RF): 82 Medium  
AFW: 86 grams 
Area: 362 sq. cm. 
Balance: Even 
Speed: 9.1 
Power: 9.0 

Control: 9.5 
Overall length: 67 cm. 
Designed for:  Advanced to International level  
Characteristics: The Hex series models use Super G Reactive Graphite in a micro-woven matrix to generate faster frame 
recovery when flexed. The Hex frame uses its angularity for a stiff, aerodynamic cross-section that swings faster and 
hits harder. The Hex 55 is a medium flex racquet, customized to match its even balance for best results. It is designed 
for control players, who play with precision but need to produce power.  
 
Recommended for advanced to international level players.  
 
In Canada, all Max-Force models have the 12 month Max-Force guarantee. Details may vary in other countries. 
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MAX-FORCE HEX 77 

Frame: Hex cross-section frame shaped from Super G Reactive Graphite, using BK’s Thermal Core technology 
String: Sold unstrung.  
String Tension: ADVANCED: 21-24; EXPERT: 24-28; PRO : 28-32 
Rigidity (RF): 85 Medium  
AFW: 87 grams 
Area: 362 sq. cm. 
Balance: Head heavy 
Speed: 8.9 

Power: 9.7 

Control: 9.4 
Overall length: 68 cm.        
Designed for:  Advanced to International level  
Characteristics: The Hex series models use Super G Reactive Graphite in a micro-woven matrix to generate faster frame 
recovery when flexed. The Hex frame uses its angularity for a stiff, aerodynamic cross-section that swings faster and 
hits harder. The Hex 77, while medium flex is a bit stiffer than the Hex 55, to get best performance out of its extra 
long, head balanced frame. It is designed for any player looking for the racquet to bring extra power into smashes 
and clears, while still offering precision for drives and touch shots. 
 
Recommended for advanced to international level players.  
 
 
 
In Canada, all Max-Force models have the 12 month Max-Force guarantee. Details may vary in other countries. 
 

HEX-FORCE 360 S6 

Frame: Blended Hex and Uni-Force frame featuring a unique Hex shaft and ferrule. Shaped from Super G Reactive 
Graphite, using BK’s Thermal Core technology. This racquet can be delivered without a grip installed, but with a free 
grip, in order to best show the Uni-Force features. 
String: Sold unstrung.  
String Tension: ADVANCED: 21-24; EXPERT: 24-28; PRO : 28-30 
Length: 67 cm 
Rigidity (RF): 89 Stiff  
AFW: 88 grams  
Balance: Head heavy 
Speed: 9.3 
Power: 9.4 

Control: 9.6 
Designed for:  Advanced to International level  
Characteristics: The Hex series models use Super G Reactive Graphite in a micro-woven matrix to generate faster frame 
recovery when flexed. The Hex frame uses its hex angularity for a stiff, aerodynamic cross-section that swings faster 
and hits harder. The Hex-Force 360 extends this into the unique Hex shaft. The Hex shaft has more lateral stability 
and resistance to torque than conventional round shafts. 
 
In common with Max-Force models, the Hex-Force 360 has a 12 month guarantee in Canada. Details may vary in 
other countries. 
 

HEX-FORCE 360 S8 

Frame: Blended Hex and Uni-Force frame featuring a unique Hex shaft and ferrule. Shaped from Super G Reactive 
Graphite, using BK’s Thermal Core technology. This racquet can be delivered without a grip installed, but with a free 
grip, in order to best show the Uni-Force features. 
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String: Sold unstrung.  
String Tension: ADVANCED: 21-24; EXPERT: 24-28; PRO : 28-30 
Length: 67 cm 
Rigidity (RF): 92 Extra Stiff  
AFW: 88 grams  
Balance: Head heavy 
Speed: 9.3 
Power: 9.4 

Control: 9.6 
Designed for:  Advanced to International level  
Characteristics: The Hex series models use Super G Reactive Graphite in a micro-woven matrix to generate faster frame 
recovery when flexed. The Hex frame uses its hex angularity for a stiff, aerodynamic cross-section that swings faster 
and hits harder. The Hex-Force 360 extends this into the unique Hex shaft. The Hex shaft has more lateral stability 
and resistance to torque than conventional round shafts. 
 
In common with Max-Force models, the Hex-Force 360 has a 12 month guarantee in Canada. Details may vary in 
other countries. 
 
 

1 .  C u r r e n t  M o d e l s :  S q u a s h  
Comparing racquets of different brands and reconciling apparent statements about weight is very difficult due to deceptive 
practices in the calculations. Be aware that any claim of an unusually low weight may be based more on a change in how the 
weight is calculated than on a real change in weight.  
 
Black Knight provides the average frame weight for a model calculated as the weight of the racquet with a standard grip, but 
without string and bumper guard – therefore the unstrung  frame without bumper guard. Since we began to offer the frame 
weight, we have not used any other formula.  
 
Other companies use our formula, but also mix in calculations of the frame without grip, without butt cap and even without paint 
in order to post lower “weights”. 
 
 
 
 
 

JUNIOR 
 

Frame: Aluminum, 56 cm 
String: Crossfibre 
String Tension:  23-27 lbs  
Designed for:  Young players have been found to learn faster with shortened racquets. When the player is ready, the transition 

from a junior racquet to a standard length racquet is made easily and quickly, and the skills learned with the short racquet are 
retained. The Junior 56  is ideal for casual play by children up to about 8 years of age, depending on the child’s size. The short 
length makes the racquet easy to handle for the young player.  
 

3263 JUNIOR 63 

Frame: Aluminum, 63 cm 
String: Crossfibre 
String Tension:  23-27 lbs  
Designed for:  Young players have been found to learn faster with shortened racquets. When the player is ready, the transition 

from a junior racquet to a standard length racquet is made easily and quickly, and the skills learned with the short racquet are 
retained. The Junior 63  is ideal for casual play by children from about 7 to 10 years old, depending on the child’s size. The short 
length makes the racquet easy to handle for the young player.  
 

4701 GRAPHITE JUNIOR  
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Frame: Graphite, 60 cm 
String: Crossfibre 
String Tension:  23-27 lbs  
 
Designed for:  Young players, from about 6 to 10 years old  
Characteristics:  Light weight, 60 cm graphite frame is the ideal choice for young players who will benefit from a short 
racquet. 
 

3000 SERIES 
3000 Series models have in common the use of aluminum alloys for all or part of their frames. This allows for 
racquets that are less expensive than graphite, but are generally much heavier. Aluminum racquets also have 
different durability features than graphite, being more durable for impacts against walls, although with possible 
bending, whereas graphite racquets will keep their shape. 
 

3130 REACTION AF 

Frame: AG-10 Aluminum 
String: Crossfibre 
String Tension:  23-27 lbs  
AFW: 180g 
Area: 497 sq.cm.  
Designed for:  Novices, club promotional packages (clubs can contact Black Knight for more information about 
Black Knight’s programs for membership drives) 
Characteristics:  Low priced durable aluminum with vibration absorption built into shaft. Large hitting surface. Perfect 
first racquet for budget conscious novice players. Given that a beginner's hits on the wall can break a graphite 
racquet, the Reaction 130 is a good racquet with which to start as the aluminum head is more forgiving of wall hits. 
 

3310 BULLY 

Frame: Aluminum 
String: Kevfibre SX17 
String Tension:  23-27 lbs  
AFW: 200g 
Area: 400 sq.cm.  
Designed for:  Tough institutional use such as university or club rental.  A smaller head size reduces the tendency for 
the head to bend out of shape after impacts to the wall and floor. 
Characteristics: The Bully is designed to be the strongest institutional squash racquet you can find. Combining a heavy 
gauge AG 10 aluminum frame with a mid-sized head, the Bully stands up better to the rough and frequent use rental 
racquets receive. Strung with a durable textured nylon string called Kevfibre, this model is the premiere choice for 
institutional use such as school programs and club rentals. 
 

 

3700 FLASH 

Frame: Aluminum- Graphite hybrid 
String: Kevfibre 
String Tension: 24-27 lbs 
AFW: 185g 
Dynamic Weight: 160 
Area: 497 sq.cm. 
Designed for:  Novices 
Characteristics: This fused graphite aluminum racquet has a bridged frame for more control and gives the novice 
player a tough, head light racquet with a one-piece look. The fused shaft reduces vibration and stiffens the shaft for 
better playability. A large 497 sq.cm head provides a big hitting zone, strung with durable, high performing BK 
Kevfibre string. 
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GRAPHITE SERIES 

4721 Stratos 

Frame: Enhanced carbon graphite / S-2 glass fibre 
String: Kevfibre  
String Tension: 25-29lbs 
Rigidity (RF): 87 
AFW: 145 
DW: 145 
Balance: Even 
Area: 488 sq.cm 
Designed for:  Novice to advanced novice 
Characteristics: The Stratos is a very popular graphite constructed racquet featuring a teardrop frame design. The 
teardrop styled head creates a longer sweet spot for more power on off centre shots. With a weight of 145g and an 
even balance, this is a very easy racquet to start with. Strung with a good quality, textured multifilament string called 
Kevfibre and wrapped with a high quality PU grip for extra tackiness. 
 
 

CONQUEROR 

Frame: High Modulus Graphite with nXS and XMG reinforcement, Hybrid Grip 
String: SuperNick XL TI 
String Tension: 25-29lbs 
Rigidity (RF): 89 
AFW: 130 
DW: 135 
Balance: Head  
Area: 500 sq.cm 
Designed for:  Serious novice to intermediate club players 
Characteristics: The lightweight CONQUEROR is a graphite composite racquet with a large, broad teardrop design for 
greater power. The racquet is highly maneuverable and medim stiff so power hitters will enjoy a better control. A 
bonus in this price range, it is strung with textured, high performance SuperNick XL Ti string.  
 
The Conqueror racquet was created not only to be a great squash racquet, but to support a great cause – to 
support research to conquer breast cancer. Working  closely with the ConquerorProject.com, Black Knight donates 
$10 to research for each racquet purchased. 
 

OMEGA 

Frame: HMG, Carbon 4  
String: Kevfibre Black 
String Tension: 25-29 lbs 
Rigidity (RF): 88 medium 
AFW: 135g 
DW: 135 
Balance: Even 
Speed: 8 
Power: 8.2 
Control: 8.1 
Area: 490 sq. cm 
Designed for: Intermediate to Professional 
Characteristics: The Omega is the classic styled thin beamed frame that many players love to use. It picks up the ball 
very easily close to the walls and its large sweet spot provides all the power needed without additional weight. It has 
a medium stiff HMG frame making it popular for many playing styles. Priced for budget conscious players, the Omega 
plays out of its league, chosen by some pros to use on Tour. It weighs 135g and is strung with a textured nylon 
Kevfibre string. 
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8020 REFLEX 

Frame: Carbon-Graphite, S-2 glass fibre 
String: Kevfibre 
String Tension: 25-29 lbs 
Rigidity (RF):   86 medium  
AFW: 135g 
DW:135 
Balance: Even 
Area: 475 sq.cm. 
Designed for:  Serious novice to advanced 
Characteristics: Long tear drop frame has an even balance and medium stiffness. This is an easy swinging racquet 
with a long string bed for a powerful hit. 
 

8110 CLASSIC 

Frame: HMG, Kevlar, S-2 glass fibre, TUF RE-GRIP 
String: SuperNick XL TI  
String Tension: 25-29 lbs 
Rigidity (RF):   91 
AFW: 155g 
DW:155 
Balance: Even 
Speed: 7.5 
Power: 9 
Control: 8.2 
Area: 497 sq.cm. 
Designed for:  Serious novice to professional 
Characteristics: The 8110 Classic is a High Modulus Graphite (HMG) frame with a little extra weight (155g) for those 
players who prefer to have something more behind their shots. With a solid feel and huge sweetspot, this model has 
been in our line for over 17 years and is enjoyed by many. It is very durable, evenly balanced, and stiff and can be 
used for both singles and doubles play. Strung with Ashaway Supernick XL Ti for better performance and with TUF 
Grip on the handle for The Ultimate Feel.   
 
 

9020 Instinct 

Frame: XMG, Carbon-Graphite, Carbon 4, Rad Cushion grip 
String: SuperNick Ti 
String Tension: 25-29 lbs 
Rigidity (RF):   90 stiff  
AFW: 130g 
DW:125 
Balance: light 
Speed: 9.3 
Power: 8.9 
Control: 8.7 
Area: 475 sq.cm. 
Designed for:  Serious novice to advanced 
Characteristics: A new frame this year, the Instinct will surprise everybody who plays with it. It is a very fast swinging 
racquet that has a surprising amount of power behind each shot. With increased stiffness the control is remarkable as 
well. It is strung with SuperNick Ti and features a Rad Cushion grip. 
 
 
RAD SERIES 
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Note for Reaction Speed, Power, Control: The higher the number the better the effect 
 

BROADSWORD TC 

Frame: BK’s Thermal Core, Carbon 4, XMG, Rad Cushion grip 
String:  Super Nick ZX Micro  
String Tension: 25-29 lbs 
Rigidity (RF): 88 Medium 
AFW: 140g 
DW: 130 
Balance: Light 
Speed: 8.1 
Power: 8.4 
Control: 8.2 
Area: 490 sq. cm 
Designed for: Novice to intermediate  
Characteristics:  The Broadsword TC features a large bridged head for a large, wide sweet spot. This model is 
manufactured with BK’s revolutionary “Thermal Core Technology” (TC), where the racquet is pressurized with 
superheated air while it is being cured. This creates uniform curing inside the frame and out, so that the racquet will 
have greater durability and a more responsive hit. With a headlight balance, this is a quick and easy to swing racquet for 
intermediate players. Thus is also a good doubles frame for those players who enjoy hitting on the doubles court. It is 
strung with Ashaway’s newest, Super Nick ZX Micro and has a Rad Cushion Grip for superior grip control. 
 

RAZOR TC 

Frame: BK’s Thermal Core, nXS, XMG, HMG, Rad Cushion grip 
String:  Super Nick ZX Micro  
String Tension: 26 lbs 
Rigidity (RF): 89 
AFW: 135g 
DW: 135 
Balance: Even balance 
Speed: 8.1 
Power: 8.4 
Control: 8.2 
Area: 490 sq. cm 
Designed for: Intermediate to Professional 
Characteristics:  The Razor TC features a thin profile bridged head design that allows for a faster swing speed. This 
model is manufactured with BK’s revolutionary “Thermal Core Technology” (TC), where the racquet is pressurized with 
superheated air while it is being cured. This creates uniform curing inside the frame and out, so that the racquet will 
have greater durability and a more responsive hit. With an even balance, both touch and power players alike enjoy the 
racquet’s handling. It was the racquet of choice for 2016 Canadian Champion Andrew Schnell among many others. It is 
strung with Ashaway SuperNick ZX Micro and has Rad Cushion Grip for superior grip control. 
 

SCIMITAR TC 

Frame: BK’s Thermal Core, nXS, XMG, Rad Cushion grip 
String:  Super Nick ZX Micro  
String Tension: 25-29 lbs 
Rigidity (RF): 88 
AFW: 130g 
DW: 115 
Balance: Head light 
Speed: 8.9 
Power: 8.6 
Control: 8.4 
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Area: 490 sq. cm 
Designed for: Intermediate to Professional 
Characteristics:  The Scimitar TC’s light balance allows a fast swing for this large bridged frame with its optimized sweet 
spot. The Scimitar is manufactured with BK’s revolutionary “Thermal Core Technology” (TC), where the racquet is 
pressurized with superheated air while it is being cured. This creates uniform curing inside the frame and out, so that 
the racquet will have greater durability and a more responsive hit. With a light balance, both touch and power players 
alike enjoy the Scimitar’s handling. Of note, it is strung with Ashaway’s newest, SuperNick ZX Micro and has Rad Cushion 
Grip for superior grip control. 
 

2000 (QUICKSILVER) SERIES 
 

2510 QUICKSILVER MAX 

Frame: nano-CarbonXS, Quartz Carbon, HMG, Rad Cushion grip  
String: Ashaway SuperNick ZX Micro  
String Tension: 25-29 lbs 
Rigidity (RF): 90 stiff 
AFW: 135g 
DW: 135 
Balance: Even 
Speed: 8.8 
Power: 8.7 
Control: 9 
Area: 487 sq.cm. 
Designed for:  Like the classic Quicksilver models, the MAX is designed for players who like a quick, aerodynamic 
frame, but want more mass and stiffness behind their shots.  
 
Characteristics:  The Quicksilver MAX widens the beam of the classic Quicksilver frame to increase stiffness and add 
some mass for an even balance. This model has thin gauge Ashaway SuperNick ZX Micro string and also comes with 
our #1 selling cushion grip, Rad Cushion for the ultimate in grip control.  
 
 

2530 QUICKSILVER NXS 

Frame: nano-CarbonXS, Quartz Carbon, HMG, Rad Cushion grip  
String: SuperNick ZX 
String Tension: 26 lbs with PowerNick 18 
Rigidity (RF): 88 medium 
AFW: 130g 
DW: 130 
Balance: Even 
Speed: 9 
Power: 8.5 
Control: 9 
Area: 487 sq.cm. 
Designed for:  The Quicksilver nXS is an outstanding choice for both hard hitters who like to take the ball early, and 
for control players who depend on touch and precision. 
 
Characteristics: The QuickSilver nXS has been a very popular racquet in Black Knight’s range for many years. Its 
slender bridged head design and light 130g weight is even balanced. Incorporated into the High Modulus Graphite 
(HMG) are Quartz Carbon fibres for even greater strength and durability. Starting in 2016, this model has Ashaway 
SuperNick ZX strings, combining the stiffness and tension retention of PowerNick with the softer touch of SuperNick 
XL. It also comes with our #1 selling cushion grip called Rad Cushion for the ultimate in grip control.  
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2630 QUICKSILVER TC 

Frame: nano-CarbonXS, Quartz Carbon, XMG, Thermal Core, Rad Cushion grip  
String: Ashaway SuperNick ZX 
String Tension: 25-29 lbs 
Rigidity (RF): 88 medium 
AFW: 125g 
DW: 120 
Balance: Head light 
Speed: 9.5 
Power: 8.3 
Control: 9.1 
Area: 487 sq.cm. 
Designed for:  The Quicksilver TC raises the standard for a classic racquet by introducing Thermal Core processing and 
XMG fibres to the original frame. Hard hitters who like to take the ball early, and control players who depend on 
racquet speed, touch and precision, will both find a lot to like in the new Quicksilver TC.  
Characteristics: The Quicksilver TC is a worthy successor to the classic Quicksilver nXS. The slender bridged head 
design and light 125g weight is head light. Pushed to the maximum with Thermal Core technology, and X Modulus 
Graphite (XMG), starting in 2016 this model has Ashaway SuperNick ZX string, combining the stiffness and tension 
retention of PowerNick with the softer touch of SuperNick XL. It also comes with our #1 selling cushion grip called Rad 
Cushion for the ultimate in grip control.  
 
 

MAGNUM SERIES 
Black Knight’s Magnum Series are intimidating racquets with a mix of advantages that range from large string 
surfaces for fantastic control; Vibra Plate technology for shock-free hitting; bubble shaft design for better flex 
response and vibration absorption. Complete with BK Rad Cushion grips for non-slip control; and Ashaway strings – 
the world’s most popular squash strings. 
Note for Reaction Speed, Power, Control: The higher the number the better the effect 
 
 

MAGNUM n130  

Frame: Carbon nXS, XMG, BrainWeave, with Vibra Plate Technology and a Rad Cushion grip 
String: SuperNick XL Ti 
String Tension: 25-29 lbs 
Rigidity (RF): 92 
AFW: 140g 
DW: 130 
Balance: Head light 
Speed: 8 
Power: 9.7 
Control: 7.7 
Area: 523 sq.cm. 
Designed for:  Advanced to Professional.  
Characteristics: The Magnum 130 offers the largest head size (523 sq.cm*) of any squash racquet. This means that 
the racquet has tremendous power and control due to the enlarged sweet spot. Vibra Plate technology in the head 
ensures a vibration dampened hit and the Nano Carbon fibre (nXS) provides excellent durability. The Magnum 130 
frame weight is 140g with a head light balance (130 Dynamic Weight). It is stiff and makes an excellent choice for 
doubles play as well as singles. Strung with Ashaway Supernick XL Ti for better performance, the Magnum 130 and 
has Rad Cushion Grip for superior grip control. Headcover and our famous 45 day No Fault Warranty are included. 
 
 
 

 

C2C SERIES 
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A world-wide classic in the Black Knight range, the C2C Series racquets have a loyal following from serious 

club players to pros on the PSA world tour.  Aerodynamic, powerful tear -drop frames exploit Vibra Plate 

technology for shock-free hitting, and the bubble shaft for better flex response and power transmission. 

Complete with BK  Rad Cushion grips for non-slip control; and Ashaway strings – the world’s most popular 

squash strings. 

Note for Reaction Speed, Power, Control: The higher the number the better the effect 
 

nC2C   BLACK  

Frame: Carbon nXS,Carbon4, XMG, BrainWeave, with Vibra Plate Technology, Rad Cushion grip 
String: Ashaway SuperNick XL Ti 
String Tension: 25-29 lbs 
Rigidity (RF): 89  
AFW: 135g 
DW: 135 
Balance: Medium 
Speed: 8.4 
Power: 9 
Control: 8.5 
Area: 500 sq.cm. 
Designed for:  Advanced to Professional 
Characteristics: True classics in the Black Knight range, the C2C models have been extremely popular teardrop 
racquets among many thousands of squash enthusiasts. These nC2C frames deliver solid power with great control 
thanks to the combination of advanced materials and their Vibra Plate Technology. Long main strings are augmented 
by a Power Channel head for extra punch. The Vibra Plate technology ensures a shock-free hit, and the Nano Carbon 
fibre (nXS) provides excellent durability. The Black racquet’s frame weight is 137g with a head light balance, and it is a 
stiff frame. Strung with Ashaway Supernick XL Ti for better performance and has the Rad Cushion Grip for superior 
grip control. 
 

nC2C ION 

Frame: Nano-Crystalline Technology (NCT), Carbon4, XMG, with Vibra Plate Technology. Rad Cushion grip 
String: SuperNick ZX 
String Tension: 25-29 lbs 
Rigidity (RF): 92 
AFW: 135g 
DW: 140  
Balance: Head 
Speed: 8 
Power: 9.3 
Control: 8.9 
Area: 500 sq.cm. 
Designed for:  Advanced to Professional 
Characteristics: The big difference between this model and the regular C2C is the ion shaft. This shaft with the built in 
vibration dampener will be stiffer and very conducive to a power hitter’s game style. While overall weight is medium 
light, the balance is towards the head for a power hitter’s game. It is strung with the latest SuperNick ZX for better 
tension retention. 
 
 
ION SERIES 
The Ion series was developed in collaboration with multiple World and British Open Champion David Palmer.  
 
All the Ion racquets use Nano-Crystalline Technology (NCT) as an additive to the polymer structure of the graphite 
frame, for reinforcement at key stress points while allowing for fine-tuning of the weight and balance. The 
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combination of NCT with the Ion frame geometry also effectively reduces frame distortion and torque for a larger 
sweet spot and greater control for hard hitters such as Palmer. The shaft is flared in 2 dimensions between the bridge 
and the handle to create a progressive flex, increasing power transfer. 
 
Developed with David Palmer, Power Surge technology, drives the power of the swing towards the racquet head 
while cutting vibration. The Power Surge can be seen on the sides of the shafts of these models.  
Note for Reaction Speed, Power, Control: The higher the number the better the effect 
 
 

ION CANNON PS – CASTAGNET 

Frame: Power Surge frame, BK’s Thermal Core technology (TC), Nano-Crystalline Technology (NCT), eXtreme Modulus 
Graphite (XMG), Power of 6, Rad Cushion grip 
String: SuperNick ZX 
String Tension: 25-29 lbs 
Rigidity (RF): 93 stiff 
AFW: 135g 
DW: 135 
Balance: Even 
Speed: 9.1 
Power: 9.5 
Control: 9 
Area: 500 sq.cm. 
Designed for:  Advanced to Professional 
Characteristics:  Top 10 tour player Mathieu Castagnet (France) has rocketed up the rankings with his personal choice 
– the Cannon PS with Ashaway SuperNick ZX. This racquet is quite stiff and very powerful, and slightly lighter than its 

predecessor the chromed Cannon PS. The new Castagnet version features these technologies: 
 Power Surge shaft inserts to the sides of the shaft which drives the power of the swing towards the racquet head while 

cutting vibration and adding stiffness to the shaft.  

 BK’s Thermal Core technology where the racquet is pressurized with superheated air while it is being cured. This allows 

for a uniform curing process inside the frame and out, for greater durability and a more responsive hit. 

 16K fibres which is the highest standard of graphite available -16,000 individual strands woven together for more 

structural strength. 

ION STORM  

Frame: NCT, XMG, Rad Cushion grip  
String:  PowerNick 18 
String Tension: 26 lbs with PowerNick 18 
Rigidity (RF): 93  
AFW: 135g  
DW: 140  
Balance: Head heavy 
Speed: 8.5 
Power: 9 
Control: 9.5 
Area: 475 sq.cm. 
Designed for:  Advanced to Professional 
Characteristics: The Ion Storm was originally designed for former World Champion and 3 time British Open Champion 
David Palmer. He used this racquet to win the British Open in 2008. This 135g bridged frame racquet is balanced 
towards the head for more power, while the stiff flex rating ensures a very controlled hit. Using Nano Crystalline 
Technology (NCT), an additive incorporated into the Xtreme Modulus Graphite (XMG) fibres to reduce vibration and 
bind the fibres for added durability, makes this into an impressive weapon for both singles and doubles. Strung with 
Ashaway PowerNick 18 for hard hitting performance and has BK’s Rad Cushion Grip for superior grip control. 
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ION GALAXY PS 

Frame: Power Surge, BK’s Thermal Core technology (TC), NCT, 16K Fibre, Power of 6, Rad Cushion grip 
String:  SuperNick XL Micro 
String Tension: 25-29 
Rigidity (RF): 93 stiff 
AFW: 140g  
DW: 135  
Balance: Head light 
Speed: 8.3 
Power: 8.9 
Control: 9.7 
Area: 500 sq.cm. 
Designed for:  Advanced to Professional 
Characteristics: The Ion Galaxy has been re-engineered with a thicker bridge and throat, and with the addition of 
Power Surge to the shaft, to make this racquet the top doubles player’s choice. If you are serious about your doubles 
game this is the racquet to use, with its increased stiffness, added power and enhanced vibration dampening 
attributes. In addition to the Power Surge shaft it also features Black Knight’s latest technologies such as NCT, Power 
of 6, 16K and BK’s Thermal Core technology. The Galaxy PS weighs in at 140g and is strung with Ashaway Supernick 
Micro. 
 
 

ION Quartz PSX 

Frame: Thin-K, PowerSurge, 16K, Power of 6, and NCT, with BK’s Thermal Core. RAD Mesh grip. 
String:  SuperNick Micro 
String Tension: 26 lbs 
Rigidity (RF): 91 stiff 
AFW: 130 
DW:  120 
Balance: Head light 
Speed: 9.5 
Power: 9.4 
Control: 9.0 
Area: 500 sq.cm. 
Designed for:  Advanced to Professional 
Characteristics: The Quartz PSX merges Thin-K and Power Surge technologies in a fast and powerful teardrop frame.  
It is also equipped with: 

 Nano Crystalline Technology (NCT) which is an additive incorporated into the carbon fibre that not only helps 

reduce vibration but binds the fibres for added durability. 

 BK’s Thermal Core technology (TC) in which the racquet is pressurized with superheated air while it is being 

cured in the ovens. This allows for a uniform curing process inside the frame and out for greater durability 

and a more responsive hit. 

 16K fibres, the highest standard of graphite available -16,000 individual strands woven together for more 

structural strength. 

 Power of 6 - this frame is fine-tuned for optimum performance by first analyzing it under stress at 6 points, 

from the handle to the top of the head. The resulting data are then used to make further adjustments to the 

frame until the ideal specifications are achieved. 

With a Dynamic Weight of 120 and a frame weight of 130g, the Quartz PSX has a very head light balance. Rated as 
stiff, it is strung with Ashaway SuperNick Micro string for better bite on the ball and less air resistance. RAD Mesh on 
the handle is ideal for a secure long lasting grip on this great racquet.  
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GREAT WHITE – THE JOHN WHITE SERIES 
Two models have been developed for John White, former world number one, and holder of the record for the 
hardest hit at 275 kph. 
 

GREAT WHITE SURGE  

Frame: nano-CarbonXS, Quartz Carbon, XMG, Thermal Core, Rad Cushion grip  
String: Ashaway SuperNick ZX 
String Tension: 25-29 lbs  
Rigidity (RF): 89 medium 
AFW: 125g 
DW: 120 
Balance: Head light 
Speed: 9.5 
Power: 8.4 
Control: 9.0 
Area: 495 sq.cm. 
Designed for:  Players looking for a hard-hitting, fast racquet. This is John White’s choice for singles. 
Characteristics: The Great White Surge has a lightweight teardrop frame for faster acceleration. It also comes with 
our #1 selling cushion grip called Rad Cushion for the ultimate in grip control.  
 

GREAT WHITE DEMON 

Frame: Power Surge, BK’s Thermal Core technology (TC), NCT, 16K Fibre, Power of 6, Rad Cushion grip 
String:  Ashaway SuperNick ZX 
String Tension: 25-29 
Rigidity (RF): 94 stiff 
AFW: 140g  
DW: 135  
Balance: Head light 
Speed: 8.3 
Power: 8.9 
Control: 9.7 
Area: 500 sq.cm. 
Designed for:  Advanced to Professional. This is John White’s choice for hardball doubles. 
Characteristics: The Great White Demon has a thick bridge and throat, and Power Surge to the shaft, to make this 
racquet a powerful choice for doubles. If you are serious about your doubles game this is the racquet to use, with its 
increased stiffness, added power and enhanced vibration dampening attributes. In addition to the Power Surge shaft 
it also features Black Knight’s latest technologies such as NCT, Power of 6, 16K and BK’s Thermal Core technology. The 
Great White Demon is strung with Ashaway Supernick ZX. 
 
HEX SERIES 
The HEX series was developed to exploit the structural and performances advantages of a hexagonal cross section in 
these racquets head and shaft. The angularity of the Hex frames amplifies power while cutting vibration, creating an 
exceptionally solid hit. By having a revolutionary 6 sides the structural integrity of the frame is greatly increased.  
 

HEX BLAZE 

Frame: HEX frame, with BK’s Thermal Core technology (TC), nano-CarbonXS, Rad Cushion grip 
String:  Ashaway’s SuperNick ZX Micro 
String Tension: 25-29 
Rigidity (RF): 92 stiff 
AFW: 130g 
DW: 125 
Balance: Light 
Speed: 9.3 
Power: 9.5 
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Control: 9.3 
Area 500 sq.cm. 
Designed for:  Advanced to Professional. 
Characteristics: The Hex Blaze features the long tear drop head shape for great power and a very solid hit. The head 
light balance provides for an extremely fast swing speed with lots of power and great strength. It comes strung with 
high performance Supernick ZX Micro and features a Rad Cushiongrip. 
 

HEX PHENOM 

Frame: HEX frame, with BK’s Thermal Core technology (TC), nano-CarbonXS, Rad Cushion grip  
String:  Ashaway’s SuperNick ZX Micro 
String Tension: 25-29 
Rigidity (RF): 90 stiff 
AFW: 135g  
DW: 140 (note that some racquets were produced showing DW of 130, but 140 is correct) 
Balance: Head balance 
Speed: 9.2 
Power: 9.3 
Control: 9.6 
Area: 500 sq.cm. 
Designed for:  Advanced to Professional. 
Characteristics: The Hex Phenom is a racquet designed for players who desire a big sweet spot for great control, a fast 
swinging racquet for quick reflexes and the durability that the Hex shape brings to the racquet. Strung with SuperNick 
ZX and has the Rad Cushion grip. 
 
 
2 .  A C C E S S O R I E S  
G R I P S  –  R E P L A C E M E N T S  A N D  O V E R G R I P S  

The nemesis of the serious player is the slippery racquet handle, and the right grip material is an important part of the playing 
experience.  Black Knight has created a complete selection of the right grips - designed to grip better as they get wetter, while 
improving cushioning and overall comfort.  
 
Generally, there are two classes of grip wraps: 
”Replacement grips” or “re-grips” are self-adhesive and can be installed directly onto the bare handle material (for example, 
wood, graphite or foam) replacing the racquet’s original grip material. Black Knight offers these replacement grips – 
Competition Grip, Super Grip, TUF Re-Grip, Rad Cushion and Towel Grip. 
 
“Overgrips” are generally not adhesive and are usually placed on top of the base racquet grip material. Easier to install and 
remove than self-adhesive replacement grips, an old overgrip can quickly be changed between games in a hot match. Black 
Knight offers these overgrips - Power Wrap, Ultra Grip, Sensa Grip, Rad Wrap and the classic TUF Grip.  
 
Overgrips are sometimes used to replace a re-grip in order to reduce handle size, in which cases the overgrip will be applied 
directly to the bare grip. If a good overgrip is installed correctly, it should stay in place without adhesive. 
 

OVERGRIPS 
 
T.U.F. Grip (AC082): The name says it all: T.U.F. - The Ultimate Feel. Designed with a polyamide and polyurethane (PU) 
surface, with a special EVA foam ridge running the length of the grip, T. U. F. Grip adds a third dimension to grip comfort and 
security. The base material is 0.75 mm thick and 110 cm in length. T.U.F Grip is sold in packages of two grips.  
 
Ultra Grip (AC085): A tacky polyurethane coating over a cotton base provides an instantly secure grip. Thin enough to barely 
effect grip size, Ultra Grip is thick enough to add important cushioning and moisture absorption. Ultra Grip is 0.70 mm thick 
and 110 cm in length, and is sold in packages of two grips.  
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Rad Wrap (AC087): Black Knight`s best and most popular overgrip, Rad Wrap delivers exceptional, long lasting gripping 
performance. Rad Wrap is sold in packages of 3 grips and is 110 cm in length.  
 
Reversa Wrap (AC 074): Revolutionary double sided overgrip has finally reached the market. Now you have 2 grips in one – 
finished with grip?- Don’t replace it, just flip it, pull off the protective film and rewrap for a fresh tacki grip just like it came out 
of the package. Double the life and double the value!  
 
 

REPLACEMENT GRIPS 
 
Match Play Grip (AC 075): Unique herringbone ventilation slots that run down this grip provide extra perspiration absorbs ion 
that helps keeps the dampness away from your hand and maintains that extra grip on your racquet. 
 
 
Competition Grip (AC078): This popular grip features a low profile ridge winding up the handle, providing extra cushioning and a 
friction point for a surer hold on the racquet. It is also perforated to improve the wicking of moisture from the outer layer to the 
cotton base. Competition Grip is sold one per package.  
1.5 mm thick X110 cm long 
 
Super Grip (AC080D-24, display box of 24): A self-adhesive replacement grip, Super Grip has a tacky polyurethane (PU) coating 
over a cotton base, designed for extra long performance. Its tackiness assures a strong hold and its cushioning ensures a nice 
comfortable feel for the hand.  Thickness: 1.5mm. Length:110 cm. 
 
T.U.F. Re-Grip (AC084): One of BK’s most popular grips, the 3-dimensional TUF Re-Grip does not just lie flat on the racquet handle 
like most grips but features a ridge of EVA foam that creates a cushioned contoured surface for a comfortable secure grip. TUF Re-
Grip is sold one per package. Thickness: 1.5mm plus foam ridge. Length: 110 cm. 
 
Rad Cushion (AC088): Black Knight`s #1 replacement grip, and for good reasons – comfortably cushioned, Rad Cushion has 
exceptional, long lasting gripping properties for the most demanding players. Rad Cushion is the featured grip on all Black 
Knight high end squash racquets and many badminton models. Sold one per package, Rad Cushion is available in several 2-
colour combinations as well as solid white and solid black. 
 
Rad Mesh (AC089): This exciting new replacement grip combines the secure grip and comfort of the Rad Cushion grip into a 
thinner replacement grip, with a unique mesh formation for improved wicking of moisture. Sold one per package, Rad Mesh 
is available in several combinations of black and a background colour that is seen through the perforations. 
 
 
Towel Grip (AC090-2): Pure cotton, towel style grip material with adhesive back, performs best as it gets damp. Sold in package of 
2 grips. 
 
 
 
 

3 .  M a t e r i a l s  a n d  d e s i g n  t e c h n o l o g i e s  u s e d  
The following manual supplements our catalogue with additional information about BK racquets and the material and design 
features. 
 

Materials 
 

Steel and aluminum : BK uses several grades of steel and aluminum to respond to the requirements of different models. 

Similarly, we use a range of aluminum alloys. When the aluminum alloy contains enough Titanium to significantly improve 
strength and allow weight to be reduced, we refer to the material as “Titanium Alloy” or titanium/aluminum. 

 
NRG fibre:  NRG fibre mimics graphite and allows for low priced badminton racquets with continuous flex frames.  It is only 

suitable for novice players. 
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Graphite: The type, quality and processing of the graphite fibres is the most important material factor in the features and performance of 

higher range racquets.  The nature and mix of the graphite fibres will determine strength, torque, flex, weight, vibration dampening and 
response. Some factors critical to the quality of the finished graphite product are: 

 The quality of the raw graphite filaments;  
 The hot melt process (which immerses the graphite in an epoxy compound and converts the hair-like filaments 

into workable sheets) 
 The mold design 
 Selective placement of the different materials as the racquet is formed 
 The application of high temperature internal pressure during the curing process (see BK’s Thermal Core 

technology) 
 
 Terminology: Following are BK’s main designations to identify the progressive standards of graphite used.  
 CCG (Continuous Carbon Graphite) 
 ECG (Enhanced Carbon Graphite) 
 HMG (High Modulus Graphite) 
 C4 (Carbon 4) 
 XMG (eXtreme Modulus Graphite) 
 nXS (nano-Carbon) 
 nano-Carbon SL 
 16K Hyper Tensile 
 Thin-K  
 Super G 
  
(Except for the first two grades, which are sometimes used alone, several types of graphite are usually combined in a frame to 
achieve specific benefits – flex, weight, hardness, durability, resilience, vibration damping, cost, etc.) 
 
An important note about “nano”. This became a buzzword to describe certain graphite materials. Unfortunately the word “nano” 
is used in misleading ways for many consumer products. Scientifically the term refers to working at an extremely small level, 
particularly with the manipulation of molecules to form nano-tubes. This has been seized upon to create the false impression 
that racquets and other sporting goods are now being “engineered at the atomic level”, which is not the case.  
 
There have been real advances in materials and frame geometries, and BK’s use of the terms “nXS” and “nano” indicates those 
racquets where we have incorporated these leading edge changes to create stronger and lighter racquets with better playing 
features. While we feel that in some cases we must use the term that the public wants to see, we will not make the false claims 
of atomic and molecular engineering that you will find elsewhere. That is why our first models meeting this standard did not 
originally have the nano designation (the badminton Super Light series). 
 
16K HYPER TENSILE FIBRE weaves together 16,000 individual strands for more structural strength and durability. It is through the 
use of 16K-HTF that BK was able to create the new Max-Force badminton models – extra slim frames yet recommended for 
stringing up to 36 lbs (16.4 kg). Thin-K is a variation of 16K used in the Storm XT, Quartz PSX and Element PSX that has allowed 
these Ion models to be built to thinner cross section and lighter weight specifications with high-performance benefits. 

Other materials added to graphite: In all cases, the graphite mix determines the real benefits of the added materials. For 

example, the limitations of CCG material would outweigh the benefits of adding Ti mesh. Generally, the higher the graphite 
grade, the more is to be gained by adding any of the various complementary materials.  
 

Extra Slim Profile (ESP - badminton) 
Extra Slim Profile frames compress the graphite layers into a stronger and more aerodynamic structure. With less air resistance, 
the racquet heads accelerate faster, while the denser structure complements advanced materials such as 16K-HTF in order to 
resist higher string tensions. 
. 

Power of 6 (squash) 
Power of 6 models have been fine-tuned for optimum performance by first analyzing the frame under stress at 6 points, from the 
handle to the top of the head. The resulting data are then used to make further adjustments to the frame until the ideal 
specifications are achieved. Power of 6 is a feature of on selected new models as of 2011. 
  

BK’s Thermal Core technology (squash and badminton) 
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Carbon graphite racquets are hollow and must be pressurized internally while being heated and cured in the mold. With the BK’s 
Thermal Core process, superheated air is forced inside the racquet so that the structure is simultaneously cured from the inside 
and outside for a flawless effect. This process strengthens and stabilizes the frame, eliminating irregularities and producing 
consistent results from one racquet to another, including greater durability and faster racquet recovery during impact. 
 
Power Surge (squash) 
Developed with David Palmer, Power Surge technology, drives the power of the swing towards the racquet head while cutting vibration. 
The Power Surge was first used on the X-Force Black and the X-Force Yellow, used by David Palmer for singles and doubles play. Two other 
Power Surge models are the Galaxy PS and the Cannon PS. 

 
Surface Area 

In badminton   
- Easiest to understand is that the larger the string area, the easier it is to make controllable contact with the shuttle. 

However, every frame shape has a point where the head speed is transferred most efficiently to the shuttle, so a 
bigger sweet spot does not automatically mean greater power over a bigger area – you still have to make the 
contact in the right place, and at the right point of your swing.  
 
For a player prone to mis-hits, a larger area can mean more consistent power.  
 
Advanced players with a quick snap should be wary of very large heads due to loss of head speed. Power Channel 
racquets (see below) allow for an increase in string area without enlarging the head. 
  

- Head speed at the optimum point of contact is related to the distance from the hand that point, and is the main 
factor in generating power. With the same overall racquet length, smaller heads swing faster with good technique, 
and have a higher sweet spot, and so will generate more power than larger heads.  

In squash 
- Squash is unusual among the racquet sports in that many shots must be played near the frame and therefore away 

from the sweetspot.  While a larger area means a larger sweetspot, it is also important how that zone is shaped 
and how the racquet performs on hits outside of that zone. The racquet shape and the overall flex behavior is 
therefore very important.  

 A 440sq.cm. frame with a bridge at the throat generally offers a larger, wider sweetspot than a scaled 
down teardrop frame of 440 sq.cm..  

 Look for more power but a narrow sweetspot from a shape with longer mainstrings; more control with a 
wider sweetspot from a bridged frame that has less variation in the lengths of the main strings.  

 Power Channel racquets allow for an increase in string area – and sweet spot - without enlarging the head. 
 

- We measure the head size as the inside area bounded by the racquet frame. This is the area within which the ball 
can strike and make contact with the strings. This is the generally accepted calculation among racquet brands, 
although one brand promoted a series of “oversize” racquets using the area measured from the outside of the 
frame, in order to present larger numbers. 

 
The rules of squash define a maximum legal hitting area of 500 sq.cm. and this area is calculated differently from 
either of the above. The legal hitting area is the area bounded by the outermost intersections of main and cross 
strings. In other words, it is the area bounded by the top and bottom cross strings and the outermost main strings.  

 
Power Channel and area: 

- The Power Channel (see below) featured in some squash and badminton racquets, adds to the string surface 
without adding to the head size. It does not increase the area as defined in the rules of squash, but does enlarge 
the sweet spot.  
 

Rigidity Factor (RF):      

The RigidityFactor is an average specification for the stiffness of a model, and is relative to the sport.   
 
In badminton the RF indicates the model’s rating for shaft stiffness. Since the racquet length and head design also affect stiffness 
in actual use, the RF value should be treated as a guide, not a precise indicator of the overall rigidity of a model. 
RF numbers from the mid 70’s to low 80’s can be considered as flexible; RF’s from the low to high 80’s as medium; and high 80’s 
and up, as stiff to very stiff. 
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In squash, the RF number relates to the overall average stiffness of a model, but stiffness varies along the length of a squash 
racquet, depending on the “Power of 6” tuning (see below), the placement of different materials and on changes in frame cross 
section.  
RF numbers from the mid to high 80’s represent medium flex; from the high 80’s and up, stiff to very stiff flex. 
 
In general, racquet stiffness is not a “stand alone” number which determines an absolute benefit to the player. The right stiffness 
at any level of play depends on the style of the player, and different frame shapes will also feel differently with the same 
stiffness. An RF of 88 might play as “too flexible” for one player who has a long powerful stroke, but may be too stiff for a player 
with a more compact technique. However, in general, weak players, possibly with poor technique, will benefit from a more 
flexible racquet; while strong players will benefit from a stiffer frame. 

 
Dynamic Weight (DW) versus Average Frame Weight (AFW): 
Black Knight has adopted two complementary standards which relate to racquet weight and balance. As the numbers refer to an 
average per model, there can be a small variation from racquet to racquet of a given model. 

 Average Frame Weight(AFW):  
 In squash, AFW is the average weight of the racquet without string and grommet strip, and with a standard 

grip. The same standard is used for all BK squash models. Beware of brands promoting surprisingly low 
weights. In all cases we have examined, the weights have not been that low, but the match was changed to 
create a false impression. For example, stating the weight for some models without butt cap and without 
grip. 

 In badminton, AFW is the average weight of the model, unstrung, with a standard grip. 
 Dynamic Weight(DW): Applicable only to squash racquets at this time, DW is an index that relates frame weight to overall 

balance. It is not a measure in grams. Generally, comparing one racquet to another, the higher the DW, the more weight the 
racquet has in the head.  

 Comparing different models, the lower the DW number, the lower the weight in the head  
 If the dynamic weight of a model is higher or lower than its frame weight, this indicates to what extent the 

racquet is balanced towards the head (higher) or handle (lower).   
 
A light racquet with a head heavy balance could have the same DW as a heavy racquet with a light balance, because the weight in 
the head will be similar. 
 

String Tension: 
In squash, the tension range is does not vary a lot among graphite racquets. Since squash racquets must be strong enough to 
resist wall hits, ability to withstand the stress of stringing within the popular tension range is not an issue.  
 
Squash players, dealing with a heavier projectile and slower head speeds than in badminton, depend much more on the liveliness 
of the string and its trampoline effect. High tensions that can create a “boardy” feeling have not become popular. However, note 
that doubles players should generally string at a higher tension than softball players due to the heavier, harder doubles ball.  
 
In badminton, the string tension range takes into account: 

 the strength of the frame 
 the tension at which it will play best,  
 the best tension for the type of use (such as institutional or competitive)  
 the level of player for whom the racquet is intended. 

Within limits that depend very much on a player’s own power and technique, higher tension is generally seen as offering more 
power, while control can diminish, especially for touch shots. Note that the sweet spot gets smaller as tension goes up.  
 

String Density – Squash 
The number of main and cross strings and the string area of a racquet combine to determine the string density. Generally, a 
denser stringing pattern adds to control and string life, while a more open stringing pattern creates a lively string bed for more 
power, and also improves swing speed (better aerodynamics and less head weight). The open pattern is harder on the string, but 
this can be offset by using a good string. 
 
Bear in mind that the frame design and composition, the flex distribution in the frame, and the type of string will all have a 
bearing on how a racquet plays with different string densities. For the new Black Knight models featuring the “Power of 6” flex 
tuning, stringing pattern was taken into account when structuring the frames to get the best performance. 
 

Taper Acceleration (badminton) 
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Taper shafts have a larger diameter at the handle than at the T joint. This propels the whip action of the racquet towards the 
racquet head, creating a higher kick point. For power shots, this puts more head speed at point of shuttle impact than with a 
conventional shaft, and means less head movement – and more control – for touch shots. 
 

Overall length (badminton) 
Power in badminton is closely tied to angular momentum and the axis of rotation. With the right design, a 68 cm racquet will move faster at 
centre of the sweet spot than a shorter racquet. While 66-66.5cm was long the standard range, Black Knight led the change to 67cm-68cm 
starting in 1998.    
 
68.0 cm is the length limit according to the rules of badminton.  
 

Power Channel (squash and badminton) 
In badminton especially, a larger headsize can mean slower head speed. And yet, a larger head size in both squash and 
badminton means: 

-  a larger string surface for a wider and longer sweetspot  
-  more liveliness in the strings.  

 
With a Power Channel groove in the head, a racquet delivers the best of both worlds – the string surface becomes larger and 
more responsive, but the head size does not increase. The result: performance without penalties.  
 

Vibra Plate Technology (squash and badminton) 

Vibra Plate Technology modifies the racquet's cross-section to stiffen the head against torsion on impact and to interrupt the 
transmission of shock through the frame to the handle. The result: an exceptionally solid hit - excellent for control on off-center 
shots, and outstanding for power hitters. 

 
C2C badminton and EOS technology 
EOS technology, found in the C2C badminton models, uses nodes at four points inside the graphite head to dramatically stabilize 
and strengthen the racquet head. As a result, players will have much more control over a larger part of the string surface. 

 
Modified Velocity Transfer Frame (Badminton) 
In 1987 Black Knight introduced the Velocity Transfer System (VTS) to the racquet industry. In a VTS racquet, the traditional oval 
head shape, which was wide near the throat, was inverted, so that the wider section was at the top of the frame. In squash, 
where there are many popular head shapes, the VTS concept remains a core component of most  – putting the sweet spot as 
high as possible to enhance control and power when playing close to the wall. 
 
In badminton, Black Knight’s VTS shape has evolved into one that retains some of the traditional oval appearance (wide at the T), 
while flattening the top of head slightly. This does not raise the sweet spot as high as the original VTS shape, but still enlarges the 
sweet spot.  This version of VTS has been widely copied, and is still found on selected Black Knight models in various series. 
 


